Tennis Match Results
Memphis vs University of Arkansas
Feb 28, 2021 at Fayetteville, Ark.
(Billingsley Tennis Center)

#25 Memphis 5, University of Arkansas 2

**Singles competition**
1. James Story (MEM) def. #72 Alex Reco (ARK) 4-6, 7-5, 7-5
2. Maxim Verboven (ARK) def. David Stevenson (MEM) 7-5, 4-6, 7-5
3. Oscar Cutting (MEM) def. Nico Rousset (ARK) 6-3, 6-3
4. Jan Pallares (MEM) def. Melvin Manuel (ARK) 6-0, 6-4
5. Adrien Burdet (ARK) def. Pau Fanlo (MEM) 6-1, 4-6, 7-5
6. Jeremy Taylor (MEM) def. Enrique Paya (ARK) 7-5, 2-6, 7-5

**Doubles competitio**
1. Hunter Harrison/Enrique Paya (ARK) def. Oscar Cutting/David Stevenson (MEM) 6-3
2. Jan Pallares/Patrick Sydow (MEM) def. Maxim Verboven/Avery Zavala (ARK) 6-4
3. James Story/Jeremy Taylor (MEM) def. Melvin Manuel/Jose D. Alonso (ARK) 6-3

Match Notes:
Memphis 5-1; National ranking #25
University of Arkansas 6-4
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1,2); Singles (4,3,1,5,2,6)